
Abstract 

  Rose Tremain, a contemporary British author born in 1943, belongs among the most 

talented writers of her generation. Nonetheless, her works are not as successful as she would 

deserve. The two historical novels that she has written, Restoration and Music and Silence, 

have brought her a remarkable popularity. As for her other works, however, she has not been 

given adequate attention. The aim of this thesis is to introduce the reader to some of her 

novels and characterize her work. A major theme in her prose is the madness of love that she 

examines basically in all her texts. For the purpose of this thesis, four novels have been chosen 

as representative of her work: The Swimming Pool Season, Restoration, Sacred Country and 

Music and Silence.  

 

   In the search for the meaning of life, Tremain’s characters often concentrate on 

romantic love as the only reason for living. Tremain emphasizes the foolishness of this, 

showing that romantic relationship itself can never fulfil one’s life. The happiness in a fruitful 

relationship is possible, but one always has to start with one’s own personal development in 

order to achieve it. Tremain points out that we cannot look for self-realization in romantic 

relationships; otherwise, our sense of inferiority and insufficiency will probably have a 

catastrophic effect on the choice of our life partner. In addition, we will be susceptible to 

many errors and delusions, choosing the partner that would rather ‘represent’ us in society, 

thus ‘increasing’ our sense of ‘worthiness,’ than complement our personality. Such a partner 

will be somebody unattainable for us – because their unattainability will increase their 

desirability in our eyes – who, though we may achieve to have sex with them or even get 

married to them, will not return our love. 

 

  Tremain’s characters frequently fall in love and their love is usually unhappy for the 

above mentioned reasons. The goal of the second chapter is to describe the development of 

male heroes, which is being repeatedly expressed by the metaphor of building. The male 

protagonists of the four books which are discussed in this thesis - Larry, Merivel, Martin and 

Christian - have to overcome their childish fantasies about their personal value and ideal 

woman in order to mature. Only then, they are capable of having an enriching romantic 

relationship, which, at the same time, does not prove to be necessary for their happiness. 

During the process of their growing up, they come across many hardships, caused mainly by 



their futile dreams and illusions. These obstructions to their progress are also symbolically 

reflected on the structures that they build.  

  

  In the third chapter, which focuses rather on the female characters of Tremain’s 

novels, the relation between individuals who are generally considered ‘insane’ and the 

societal majority composed by characters who pass as ‘normal’ is examined. The obsessions 

which are discussed already in the preceding chapter are considered here in a greater depth. 

The point of this chapter is to show the author’s denial of the traditional concept of normality 

versus madness. Tremain suggests in her novels that all our irrational and hurtful behaviour, 

which is evident predominantly from our obsessions that are related mostly to love and 

sexuality, is a manifestation of a certain extent of madness.  

 


